
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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The school exhibition has al-
ways been a collection of won-
derful ideas and interesting

models. As a science student, I have
had a great interest in models in-
volving science and technology. I
demonstrated one model at our
school's exhibition  Sci-Quest.

I would like to explain what in-
spired me to think about this model.
I was new to Bengaluru and within
a year I was fed up with the traffic
here. The roads were always filled
with vehicles, leaving little space for
even a cat to move! The newspaper
reports of the increasing pollutants
in the air ignited my brain to find an
idea to resolve this issue. Following

these two issues, I began working out
an innovative idea that would help
reduce pollution.

After a lot of research and ex-
periments, I made a model named
'Transformer Bus'. Yes, that's right,
it is a 'BUS'. From the outside, this
bus looks just like other buses that
ply on our city roads. But inside, it is
something special. We all know that
our city buses are almost always very
crowded, especially during peak
hours. If we could accommodate more
passengers, it would reduce conges-
tion on the road.

All of us are familiar with the
seating arrangements in a city bus.
In my model, when the bus gets

crowded during peak hours more
space is created. This is done by fold-
ing alternative seats and moving
them under their adjacent seats. This
creates space for people to stand. As
many of those commuting during
peak hours are young, they would not
mind standing. In this manner more
passengers can be accommodated in
a single bus, thereby reducing acci-
dents, deaths and congestion on
roads, which are very common in
Bengaluru

After the peak hours, the seats
can be unfolded and put back in their
original arrangement to allow senior
citizens to be seated.

After the idea was prepared, I had

discussions with a few of my class-
mates and teachers and started mak-
ing the prototype. Making the model
was the most tedious job. After gath-
ering materials such as wires, bat-
teries, motors and motherboards, we
eventually were successful in giving
shape to my idea and preparing a
model to demonstrate it.

This great accomplishment was
rewarded as my friend and I won the
first prize in the school exhibition.
The best thing about this model was
that I learnt a lot about topics that
are above the scope of my textbooks!

Sujit Adiga, class X, NPS BSK

When the news broke,
everyone was filled
with joy. Tenth

grade has always been a
turning point, a test of how
we fare in the real world.
However, the initial joy soon
turned into something else,
something not easily
expressible. The pressure
that had been on our
shoulders since
the beginning
of the year
had been
lifted, yet
the year felt
incomplete. 
On one hand,
all the time we
put into studying
over the year had, in a way,
gone to waste. However, the
knowledge that we gained
from this year will definitely
stay with us for the rest of
our lives. The past year was
one which no one could
have predicted. A situation
in which we could not even

go to school without risking
our lives was unforeseen.
However, we found that
humans' resilience is incom-
parable, and that we will
find a way to overcome
every situation that we are
faced with. The year has
been a learning curve for
everyone, with technology

playing a bigger role
in our lives than

ever. It is
important
that we
reflect on
this year,

take the les-
sons and

apply them
wherever else we

may need them in life. 
With the COVID-19 pandemic
at its devastating peak, it is
important that we protect
ourselves, and help the
world get back to normal. 

Ananya Sridharan, class X,
National Public School HSR

Asudden upheaval that turned the
world upside down,
leading to a crisis in

every sphere and activity,
triggering fear, uncertainty
and confusion was the Covid-
19 pandemic. It threw life out
of gear, many lost their liveli-
hood. The Damocles sword of
illness, death and uncertainty
hang upon us, and for a vast
majority in the educational
field, the educators, facilitators
and the students, it was a time to over-
come the challenges of the catastrophe. As
the adage goes "necessity is the mother of
invention". Corona did cut both ways, while

on the flip side, it created havoc, making
lives terrible, tumultuous and
turbulent, but the concomi-
tant factors on the positive
side have brought in lot of
cheer with insightful inven-
tions, creative tools and
techniques on the e-platform
which brought succor to stu-
dents worldwide.
The levels of mental fatigue
and burnout as a result of

uncertainty, unexpected
changes, prolonged online study, postpone-
ment of the board exam have been phe-
nomenal, and the students are feeling the
heat. 

Beat COVID fatigue and burnout
with some quick-fix solutions

Sunita Ramaswamy,
faculty, NPS HSR 

 Personal resilience with positive coping skills

 Practice mindfulness - make new goals, have organized time
slots

 Revamp revision practices with newer ways and means of learn-
ing such as simulation and game-based learning

 Transform your study spaces with ergonomic settings and seat-
ing positions and take frequent breaks from the screen

 Indulge in new hobbies and passions 

 Stay fit with in-house work out regimes

 Engage in mental activities such as Sudoku, crossword, puzzles
etc.

 Restrict social media activity and stay away from negative
media coverage

 Have healthy conversations with friends and family

 Set the bio-clock properly, the old maxim 'early to bed, early to
rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise' works! Enjoy the early
morning sunrise and admire nature

HERE IS A 10-STEP QUICK FIX SOLUTION 
TO BEAT THE FATIGUE AND BURNOUTS

Take lessons from this
year, apply them in life

We aren't soldiers
Peace should run through our blood
Wars rage for pointless matters
We need not be a part of these conflicts
Life can be a struggle
A perpetual night
The sun won't rise quicker
If we choose to fight
So let's put down our weapons 
and stop these fights
Let's open our arms 
and be full of charms
Life need not be a war
Where we merely survive
We should live in peace
And anger we should release
Jahnavi Garg, class VIII, DPS Whitefield

MY MODEL

A bus that transforms
into a space saver

PEACE

RAINBOW : Dishani Mittra, LKG, HAL Public School NATURE’S BEAUTY : Sarvesh C S, class IV, JSS Public School, HBR Layout

VIRAT KOHLI : Himashree S Reddy VII B, Sishu Griha
Senior School ANIME BOY : Jyotika Balan, class X, DPS Whitefield

HAPPY WOMEN'S DAY : Shresthi Poorvi, Carmel
Academy

BELIEVE IN YOUR TALENT 

There are many times when peo-
ple call someone, 
fat, crazy or mad 
And when people keep judging
you, you take it to your heart. 

But your talent does not get
affected,                                        
Because you're great as you are.   

And whatever people say,              
Just don't forget that you are
incredible and very smart.    

People have no right to judge
you, 
Because people don't  have the
talent you have.
Ignore what they say,

And move on as you are. 

So never quit your talent 
And always believe in yourself.
Don't care what people say,
Just go ahead in your way of
success.

-Tisha Kumar, class IV, 
DPS Whitefield



Q1:
Who won the women’s

singles title at the 2020 All

England Badminton Championship? 

a) Akane Yamaguchi  ❑ b) Chen Yufei  ❑

c) Tai Tzu-Ying  ❑ d) Nozomi Okuhara  ❑

Q2:
Arjun Kalyan has become

the 68th Chess

Grandmaster of India. Whom did

he defeat to win the title?

a) Milanovic Danilo  ❑ b) Dragan Kosic  ❑

c) Pikula Dejan  ❑ d) Krishna Teja  ❑

Q3:
Ravi Kumar Dahiya has

won gold for India in

which sport?

a) Wrestling  ❑ b) Shooting  ❑

c) Boxing  ❑ d) Weightlifting  ❑

Q4:
Who has replaced Virat Kohli

as world No-1 batsman in

the ICC Men’s ODI Ranking? 

a) Shakib Al Hasan  ❑ b) Babar Azam  ❑

c) Rohit Sharma  ❑ d) Trent Boult  ❑

Q5:
Which Indian chess player

holds the world record for

finishing a game in the first

twelve moves?

a) Viswanathan Anand  ❑

b) Baskaran Adhiban  ❑

c) Pentala Harikrishna  ❑

d) Surya Shekhar Ganguly  ❑

Q6:
Sakshi Malik and 2 other

women wrestlers won

silver in Asian Wrestling

Championship. They were _________

a) Vinesh Phogat & Divya Kakran  ❑

b) Babita Kumari & Vinesh Phogat  ❑

c) Divya Kakran & Geeta Phogat  ❑

d) Babita Kumari & Geeta Phogat  ❑

Q7:
Which IPL team was the

first in the world to win

100 T20 games?

a) Delhi Daredevils  ❑ b) Kolkata Knight Riders  ❑

c) Royal Challengers Bangalore  ❑

d) Mumbai Indians  ❑

Q8:
Who is the first Indian

woman to win an Asian

Games gold in 400m run?

a) M L Valsamma  ❑ b) P T Usha  ❑

c) Kamaljit Sandhu  ❑ d) K Malleshwari  ❑

Q9:
Who has been named as

the Leading Male

Cricketer in the World in the 2021

edition of Wisden Cricketers’

Almanack?

a) Kane Williamson  ❑ b) Kieron Pollard  ❑

c) Ben Stokes  ❑ d) Virat Kohli  ❑

Q10:
In a  Kabbadi match,

how many players from a

team first enter the playing area?

a) 11  ❑ b) 9  ❑ c) 5 ❑ d) 7 ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. c. Tai Tzu-Ying   2. b. Dragan Kosic 

3. a. Wrestling   4. b. Babar Azam

5. a. Viswanathan Anand   

6. a. Vinesh Phogat & Divya Kakran

7. d. Mumbai Indians   8. c. Kamaljit Sandhu

9. c. Ben Stokes   10. d. 7

QUIZ TIME!

Sakshi Malik

A
ryna Sabalenka is

glad she changed

her mind about pl-

aying at the Madrid

Open. Sabalenka de-

feated top-ranked Ash Barty 6-0 3-6

6-4 for her 10th WTA title, first on

clay. Sabalenka’s victory, coming two

weeks after she was hurt in a loss to

Barty in the Stuttgart final, will move

the Belarus player to No. 4 in the world

next week. “To be honest, after the final

in Stuttgart I was injured, I couldn’t

even move, I really wanted to withdraw

from here,” she said. “I don’t know

how, but my team ... the recovery was

really good. In four days they made me

feel much better. Somehow I’m here

standing as the champion.” Sabalenka

injured an adductor muscle in the

three-set loss in Germany to Barty. It

was the second title for Sabalenka after

the season-opener in Abu Dhabi.

Zverev: no set dropped
In the men’s final, 2018 champion

Alexander Zverev faces eighth-seeded

Matteo Berrettini. In the semifinals,

Zverev followed his triumph over

Rafael Nadal with a win over Dominic

Thiem to reach another Madrid Open

final. No 6 Zverev defeated No 4 Thiem

6-3 6-4 to reach the final again after

beating Thiem for the 2018 title. He will

be trying to win his second title after

triumphing in Acapulco in March. The

German has yet to drop a set, including

against Nadal. “They’re probably the

two clay-courters you think of when

you’re thinking about Roland Garros

and the biggest chances of winning,”

Zverev said of Nadal and Thiem. AP
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With second victory in three weeks over Man City, Chelsea are third in the league

on 64 points from 35 games.  City is on 80 points with three games

left, 13 ahead of Manchester United, who have five to play

UNDER-FIRE ARTETA
SAYS ARSENAL SQUAD

NEEDS CHANGES

Two weeks after nearly withdrawing from the tournament because of a muscle injury,

Sabalenka was standing on center court with the winner’s trophy in her hands

Team comes in for praise

■  Chelsea manager Thomas Tuchel praised his
team’s performance and said they were high on
confidence following Saturday’s dramatic 2-1
Premier League win at Manchester City, which
delayed the Etihad club’s title celebrations. Ra-
heem Sterling put City ahead in the 44th minute
but Chelsea’s Hakim Ziyech equalised in the
63rd minute before Marcos Alonso completed
their comeback with an injury-time winner.

Second victory in three weeks

■  It was Chelsea’s second victory over City in
three weeks following last month’s FA Cup semi-
final win. The London club are unbeaten in their
last seven games in all competitions. “It’s best
to have consecutive good performances that lead
to results,” said Tuchel whose side are third in
the league on 64 points after 35 games, three
points behind second-placed Manchester Unit-
ed who have two games in hand. “The group and
the players do everything to force the luck on
our side, and we caught the momentum to have
another big win. “It increases our self-confi-
dence in a natural and healthy way because
everybody knows we have to restart on Wednes-
day, against Arsenal in the league.”

Another clash in offing

■  Tuchel will face Pep Guardiola’s side again
later this month when they play the Champi-
ons League final on May 29. “The final is a very
unique game and you cannot predict what will
happen,” Tuchel added. “You need to be well

prepared, we will have some changes again,
they will have some changes again, but we will
arrive with the knowledge we are capable of
beating City.” City manager Pep Guardiola left
out a host of first-team regulars for a game re-
garded as a dress rehearsal for the Champions
League final and paid the price as he was made
to wait a little longer to seal his third title in
four seasons.

Annoyingly
familiar situation

■  Losing to Chelsea has become annoyingly fa-
miliar for City manager Pep Guardiola. Now it’s
only three weeks until they meet again on club
football’s biggest stage - the Champions League
final. “We can learn from this and move on,”
Guardiola said. “We have another three chances
to be champions.” How different it could have

been had Sergio Aguero not chipped a “Panen-
ka” penalty softly down the center that Chelsea
goalkeeper Edouard Mendy saved in first-half
stoppage time after Gabriel Jesus was brought
down by Billy Gilmour. It was a chance to dou-
ble the lead after Raheem Sterling swept in the
opener in the 44th minute.

Tottenham Setback

■  With Chelsea looking secure in the top four,
the final Champions League place looks to be a
three-way fight between Leicester, West Ham
United and Liverpool. Tottenham faced anoth-
er season out of the Champions League after
losing at Leeds two years to the day after reach-
ing the final of Europe’s elite competition. Los-
ing to Leeds 3-1 on Saturday left Tottenham five
points from fourth place with three games to go,
and having played one more than Chelsea. Tot-
tenham canceled out Stuart Dallas’ early open-
er through Son Heung-min, but Patrick Bam-
ford and Rodrigo sealed the win. Leeds has gone
unbeaten against the “Big Six” at home in its
first season back in the Premier League after
16 years, and sits in ninth place.

Palace Safe

■  Crystal Palace will be in the Pre-
mier League for an eighth successive
season after beating already-rele-
gated Sheffield United 2-0.
Eberechi Eze set up Christ-
ian Benteke to score after 67
seconds and netted himself in
the 88th minute.

We are sad because we lose __ we

wanted to close the Premier League

today __ but we have to be focused.

Football is unpredictable and we have

to focus on the game. If Aguero scores

you would say he is a genius. I say to

the players to take one decision.

Panenka, right, left. Pick one.

PEP GUARDIOLA,

Manager, Manchester City 

Marcos Alonso

Hakim Ziyech
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A
rsenal manager Mikel
Arteta said the north
London club needed

changes in the squad to turn
their fortunes around after a dis-
appointing season, and added he
was confident the owners would
back him. Arsenal were knocked out
of the second-tier Europa League on
Thursday and sit 10th in the Pre-
mier League, facing the prospect of
no European football for the first
time in 25 years. “The squad needs
changing,” the Spaniard was quot-
ed as saying. “There were already
a lot of changes in December, some-
thing that has not been done in years,
but it tells us where we were. Things
are going to have to change and the
owners are going to back it up.”

Arteta, who guided Arsenal to the
FA Cup last season, when asked if he
believed he could still manage a top
side, said: “Yes.” “Time is catching up
right now. If the distance and the mar-
gins with the rest become too big, then
it’s almost impossible to do it.” AGENCIES
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